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1.0 DESIGN THEOREM 
1.1 Architectural + Language: Breaks barriers and 
creates cultural dialogue
1.2 Thesis Statement: Interrogative Questions
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1.1 ABSTRACT
Architectural  + Language: Breaks barr iers  and creates cultural  dialogue 
When I was 11 years old, I moved back to 
the United States, after having spent my 
whole childhood in Ecuador, my parents 
native land. I was moving back to the land 
of opportunity in the search for the so 
called ‘American Dream’. It was difficult to 
leave and move to a new place where we 
did not know anyone or have anything, 
but just the idea of a going back to my 
hometown piqued my curiosity and 
excitement.  I remember very vividly, the 
day I left Ecuador. I remember telling 
myself to be happy, because this was a 
moment of celebration, the start of a 
better life. Once here everything was so 
new and quite different. I had now been 
exposed to new culture, to new geared 
knowledge but to the world of accessibility 
and opportunity that for once in our life 
seemed attainable. Before I knew it, I was 
already being introduced to this new 
identity, that I didn’t really fit in, but I was 
part of. I had two choices at the time, to 
assimilate to this new culture, to this new 
city, to new perspectives and dreams, to a 
new language or leave. 
The reality is that although the United 
States is a nation of immigrants, it still 
struggles to identify itself as a multicultural 
nation, in the need for the silenced 
individuals to have a sense of identity in 
their own homeland.   Their lack of 
acknowledging the diverse cultures that 
inhabit the nation has lead many minorities 
to experience an identity crisis where 
diversity becomes a “superficial overlay 
that does not disrupt any comfort zones.”  
As a result, individuals that don’t fit 
the Euro-Anglo mold are then view as out 
of place or exotic within their own 
homeland; forcing those who are different 
to either assimilate or to leave. However, 
the Euro-Anglo perspective can even be 
worse for those who do fit the mold 
because it creates a superior race. 
Therefore, I believe its critical that we 
reject the traditional singular culture 
approach that impacts the built 
environment and proposes the 
implementation of design desicions that 
reflect the real United States. 
Following Gloria Anzaldúa model, I plan to 
draw from my own personal experience as 
a Ecuadorian-American from a working-
class background and use architecture as 
tool capable of challenging the social, 
political, economical foundations of the 
United States that create divisions within 
cultures.  Where the architecture can be 
view as a language that is and breaks 
human made boundaries capable of 
communicating and appealing to the 
senses in hopes to mediate this identity 
crisis. Through design decisions, one can 
stimulate the inhabitant through the 
enhancement of experience, but also 
allow them to know themselves, in the 
developing of their identity as well as 
create a sense of place, of belonginess. 
Spaces where individuals are distinct in 
their history, knowledge and perspective 
but are in constant dialogue with each 
through the sharing of cultures in inclusive 
spaces, where you do not have to be 
same to share a space. 
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
ALWAYS CO-PRODUCED BY THE USERS/RESIDENTS/INHABI-
TANTS/DESIGNERS 
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1.1.1 GOALS AND CHALLENGES
The use of architecture and design in activism is 
important and powerful no matter the medium. 
It is a healing and reminding of the work that 
still has to be done. When aiming for social 
justice: we need to be mindful, strategic and 
intentional in actions. We need to embedded 
social justice in our system in a way that we 
cannot function in its absent. 




This thesis explores the potential of architecture to transcend cultural boundaries. 
While the United States is a nation of immigrants, it nevertheless struggles with 
its identity as multicultural. Systemic reluctance to acknowledge our diverse 
cultures right here at home have led many minorities – myself included – to 
experience a near identity crisis. On the occasion that diversity is acknowledged, 
it appears only as a “superficial overlay that does not disrupt any comfort 
zones.”  As a result, individuals that don’t fit the Euro-Anglo mold are viewed – or 
at least feel themselves – as out of place or exotic within their own homeland; 
those who are different should either assimilate or leave. The Euro-Anglo 
perspective deprives those who do fit the mold as well, creating an unfounded 
sense of superiority or entitlement. This research seeks to challenge existing 
power structures that impact the built environment and develop proposals 
the implementation of venues and spaces for sharing stories of difference.
LANGUAGE SYNTAX LOGIC METHOD































2.1 Identifying an identity Crisis
 2.1.1 "The New Mestiza Nation: A Multicultural
  Movement" - Gloria Anzaldua
2.2 Power in Architecture 
 2.2.1 Framing Places - Kim Dovey
2.3 Identity in Architecture : Syntax
 
2.3.1 Storytelling: Why do people tell stories? 
 2.3.2 Sharing Stories of Difference
 2.3.3 Story Telling Process
2.3.4 Where do people share stories ? 
2.3.5 What is Cultural exchange?
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2.1.1 "THE NEW MESTIZA NATION: A MULTICULTURAL MOVEMENT"
"Amidst this attack by conservatives, people of color, working-class people, 
and progressive whites in the academy continue to struggle fiercely to define 
multiculturalism as a movement that reflects and represents the real United States—
the mixed, hybrid, mestiza, character of this country."
"The United States is struggling with a crisis of identity"
"Our cultures, languages, thinking and art are color-coded and made into 
commercial products and reified as exotic cultural tablets devoid of human 
agency"
"This multicultural appropriation/misappropriation is an attempt
to control difference by allocating it to bordered-off sections in the curriculum."
"Multiculturalism is about including stories of difference. Se trata de otras narrativas. 
It is about alter-narratives. The stories of multiculturalism are stories of identity, and 
narratives of identity are stories of location. A story is always a retelling of an older 




2.1 IDENTIFYING AN IDENTITY CRISIS
Inspired by the writing of scholar 
and activist Gloria Anzaldua in The 
New Mestiza Nation: A Multicultural 
Movement, the goal of encouraging 
individuals to share stories of difference 
will be used as a driver for architectural 
concepts and a means of promoting 
and valuing multiple cultures. The 
resulting project will reject the traditional 
singular culture approach that impacts 
too much of the built environment 
and instead develop a space for 
true multiculturalism, dialogue, and 
belonging.  In summary, the concepts 
that arise from Anzaldúa’s writings not 
only expose problems within the social 
and physical boundaries that the United 
States has created across our mixed 
nation, but also present a plan of action 
towards Spiritual Activism; the sharing 
of stories of difference. This method not 
only helps work on our national identity 
crisis, but challenges human-made 
boundaries we’ve created through 
our constant need to separate and 
consume. The employment of spaces 
for sharing stories of difference can help 
reflect the diversity of a community that 
is filled with culture; no longer silenced 





a movement that reflects and represents 
the real United States—the mixed, hybrid, 
mestiza, character of this country"
"a way of seeing and interpreting the world, 
a methodology of resistance."
IDENTITY
"a changing cluster of components and 
shape-shifting activity"
"treated as a superficial overlay that does 
not disrupt any comfort zones"
DIVERSITY
"a liminal subject who lives in the 
borderlands between cultures, races, 
languages, and genders"
"In the state of inbetween-ness, mestiza 




2.2 FRAMING PLACES 
"The basic act of architecture is therefore to understand the “vocation” of 
the place. In this way we protect the earth and become ourselves part of 
comprehensive totality. What is here advocated is not some kind of environmental 
determinism. We only recognize that man is an integral part of the environment, 
and that it can only lead to human alienation and environmental disruption if 
he forgets that, to belong to a place means to have an existential foothold in a 





"the power of one agent (or group) over another, the power to ensure 
the compliance of the other with one’s will(10)"
“All beauty,” Eli Siegel showed, “is a making one of opposites, and the making one 
of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.”
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2.2.1  POWER IN ARCHITECTURE
Dimensions along which the dialectics of power in places are played out
Orientation/disorientation
Built form can orient, disorient and reorient 
its subjects through the spatial framings 
of everyday life. It constructs a cognitive 
map through which we imagine our world 
and give it our attention.
Publicity/privacy
Built form segments space in a manner 
that places certain kinds of people and 
action under conditions of surveillance 
while privileging other kinds of people 
and action as private.
Segregation/access
Boundaries and pathways can segregate 
places by status, gender, race, culture, 
class and age,  creating privileged 
enclaves of access, amenity and 
community.
Nature/history
Built form inevitably uses metaphor and 
constructs mythology through a politics 
of representation. Historically constructed 
meanings can be ‘naturalized’ to 
legitimize authority.
Stability/change
Built form produces illusions of 
permanence, of a stable social order, 
of the impossibility of change. Likewise, 
images of dynamism and innovation can 
produce illusions of progress.
Authentic/fake
We inhabit a world saturated with 
simulacra and representation. The quest 
for authenticity is a quest for authority, 
enmeshed in issues of power. enmeshed 
in issues of power.
Identity/difference
Places symbolize socially constructed 
identities and differences—of persons, 
cultures, institutions and nations. The 
politics of identity and difference 
is mediated in an arena of spatial 
representation and the inertia of buildings 
Dominant/docile
A dominant built mass or volume signifies 
the control over resources necessary 
to its production. Relative scale in mass 
or volume, cannot be divorced from 
discourses of domination and intimidation.
Place/ideology
The experience of place has the 
capacity to move us deeply, to 
‘ground’ our being, to open the 
question of ‘spirit’. Yet the very 
potency of place experience 
renders it particularly vulnerable to 

















































Distilled the motif the thread (properties) that make up the architecture 2.3 IDENTITY IN ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
 
What are they? 
How they differ from other elements 










by the features 
that make a 
























Piece of the whole, 
yet it had power to 
characterize and 











TYPES OF SPACE - DEFINED BY FUNCTION 




























Spaces linked by a 
common space































2.3.1 STORYTELLING: WHY DO PEOPLE TELL STORIES?
Storytelling is an age-old art form that has a place in every culture and society. Why 
is this so? Because stories are a universal language that everyone can understand, 
regardless of dialect, hometown, or heritage. Stories inspire imagination and 
passion, and they foster a sense of community in both listeners and tellers.
Storytelling is at the heart of architecture and design.













All story stealing is 
dopamine creating


























Storytelling is the process of 
communicating something to 






LATE  20th   CENTURY 1972 21st CENTURY
DIGITAL STORYTELLINGWRITTEN STORYTELLING
30,000 BC
Primitative Art: cave murals
First Printed 
Story: Epic of 








Media Platforms: Blogs, 
Twitter, FB,etc
Ancient Greek Myths & 
Using story for 
persuasive goal: The 
Bible
"Modern" Newspapers
Network TV is born 
Music Videos 
Virtual Reality: A 
self guided story














2.3.2 SHARING STORIES OF DIFFERENCE
Through the concepts that emerge from Gloria Anzaldua's methodology, 
we could start to think about architecture through this four definitions and 
how that would then lead us to think about relationships of power, space 
syntax, material choices, construction techniques, public space.  Formal 
and spatial conditions can then be viewed through experiential conditions 
to share a story, and how architecture of inclusion and belongingness 
creates the basis for share relations or shared stories.  This presents different 
ways in which someone can see themselves as part of the space but we 
can also create shared experience. By connecting the syntax through the 

















2.3.3 THE STORYTELLING PROCESS
Painters, sculptors, sketch artists, and potters all follow their own creative 
process when producing their art. It helps them know where to start, how to 
develop their vision, and how to perfect their practice over time. The same 
goes for storytelling … especially for businesses writing stories.
A written story: articles, blog posts, 
or books
A spoken story: a presentation, 
pitch, or panel









 DEFINE YOUR 
CORE MESSAGE
DECIDE WHAT 





 CHOOSE YOUR 
STORY MEDIUM
Incite action
Tell people about 
Yourself
Convey values
Foster Community or 
Collaboration























Scale in terms of participants
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Sharing different thoughts, customs, and knowledge with someone from a totally different 
culture than your own is what cultural exchange is all about. It's critical to understand cultural 
differences, particularly if you're volunteering, working, or living in a new country, or engaging 
with people from different countries than your own. Cultural interaction reveals the value of 
similarities over differences. For all, cultural interaction makes the world a more beautiful and 
linked place. We will better understand one another if we consider the inherent worth of each 
member of our global community.
2 .3.5 WHAT IS CULTURAL EXCHANGE?
CREATING SPACES FOR SHARING STORIES
ESTABLISH TRUST
Make sure that the person you’re talking to knows that what they share 
stays with you. Often establishing trust can also involve you sharing a 
personal story first, which can ease tension. It shows that you are willing to 
get vulnerable with them.
LISTEN
It sounds simple, but it can be difficult in the moment to stay quiet and just 
listen. It is my tendency to want to talk people through their issues, adding 
my opinions and advice. This is really not what people want when they’re 
sharing their stories. If someone wants your advice, they will ask you for it. 
Wait until they are done sharing their story before you ask any follow-up 
questions.
STAY AFFIRMING
After someone finishes sharing their story with you, thank them for sharing 
their story! Tell them how sharing their story made you feel and how it 
resonated with you. If you want to know more about a moment that they 
described in their story, ask them! It shows that you were paying close 
attention.
DELGADO
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COMPARATIVE VALUE ANALYSIS OF PRECEDENT CASE STUDIES
Comparative Value 











The Stavros Niarchos Cultural 
Centre
 Heydar Aliyev Center Gabriela Mistral Cultural 
Center 
Sloping park that culminates in 
the cultural center building, giving 
it spectacular views to sea
Connection of city with the sea
Parking lot left over from 2004 
Olympic Games
National Library of Greece and 
the Greek National Opera
Features photovaltic cells
Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete 
(GFRC) and Glass Fiber 
Reinforced Polyester (GFRP)
Weathering steel, reinforced 
concrete, glass, steel & wood visual 
link between past, present & future
 Celebration of contemporary 
and traditional Azeri culture
Library and Learning zones
  The building was built as a 
masterpiece symbol of the “new 
man” during Allende’s government
Documentation Center for the 
Performing Arts and Music
Breaks from the rigid Soviet 
architecture, instead to express 
the sensibilities of Azeri culture 
 Transforming what was once a 
historical burden
Establishes a continuous, fluid 
relationship between its surrounding 
plaza and the building’s interior













 ZAHA HADID ARCHITECTS
2013
Rehabilitation of Former Prison 
of Palencia as Cultural Civic 
Center 
Ku.Be House of Culture in 
Movement 
Plaza Cultural Norte  
a center that promotes the social 
and cultural activity in this part of 
the town
to convert the former prison into 
a meeting place, recovering and 
creating new structures
 Former Palencia Provincial Prison
Library and reading rooms
Metallic materials: zinc in facades 
and roofs, aluminum lattices as 
light filters
A system of micro climates with 
changing sounds, lights and 
scents which blends seamlessly 
into a hill 
Concrete, used of vivid color 
that reflects the life of the space 
created
A museum for youth culture, pop 
and rock music 
Workshops, administrative offices 
and services for families
Preserve abandoned lots adjoining 
public park, neighbors, the 
municipality and the environment
 Blends theatre, sport and learning 
into a space where body and 
mind are activated
Capture the primitive, essential 
and artisan and take it to a 
contemporary tectonic dimension
PALENCIA, SPAIN
EXIT ARCHITECTS - ÁNGEL 
SEVILLANO, JOSÉ Mª TABUYO
 
2011







Fig. 19 Fig. 20 Fig. 21 Fig. 22 Fig. 23 Fig. 24
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COMPARATIVE VALUE ANALYSIS OF PRECEDENT CASE STUDIES
Comparative Value 




















The Stavros Niarchos Cultural 
Centre
 Heydar Aliyev Center Gabriela Mistral Cultural Cen-
ter 
ATHENS, GREECE
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Rehabilitation of Former Prison 
of Palencia as Cultural Civic 
Center 
Ku.Be House of Culture in 
Movement 
Plaza Cultural Norte  
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3.2.1 STUDY #1 THE GUGA S’THEBE CHILDREN’S THEATER 
The Guga S'Thebe Children's Theater 
is an extension of the current Guga 
S'Thebe Arts and Culture Center 
(designed by Carin Smuts) in the 
Langa Community of Cape Town, 
South Africa. Local youngsters, 
teenagers, and musicians, as well 
as foreign visitors, flock to the park. 
The rectangular building volume is 
rotated, forming an almost triangular 
square between the current theater 
and the amphitheater, referencing 
historic and cultural resources of the 
site.
Floor Plan Breakdown
The square acts as both an interior 
courtyard and an open auditorium 
for the stage on the outside. The 
rectangular footprint of the building is 
characterized by eleven stacked and 
staggered used shipping containers, 
which were readily available and 
inexpensive. The interior enclosure of 
a multi-functional theater (seating 
for 200 people) with an outdoor 
stage, children's play areas, and a 
garden is defined by the two-level-
high boundary of the container wall. 
Local textile designers and artists 
partnered to create a series of interior 
and exterior textile panels that act as 
screens, curtains, and acoustic quilts.
The Role of Making
The facade's distinctive patterning 
was inspired by traditional Xhosa 
beadwork, with formal configurations 
that conform to various building 
orientations and changes to other 
materials, such as wooden shingles 
(re-used planks from local agriculture) 
and brickwork facing the historic road.
Community
The design team's criteria for the 
design-build process and pedagogical 
structure are described by vernacular 
tradition's study in building methods 
combined with industrial reclaimed 
or recycled waste materials and 
naturally sustainable earth materials.
Students from three multinational 
architecture schools joined together 
to create a global influence through 
design. All phases of design and 
building were led by the students who 
took part. Students learned how to 
deal with a variety of building materials 
when collaborating with members of 
the society, thus cultivating a deep 
understanding and appreciation for 
another civilization and its surroundings. 
This pedagogy encourages students 
to see architecture as a collective 
activity and all of the cultural 












































LOCATION   CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
FIRM    DESIGN.DEVELOP.BUILD 
TYPE    CULTURAL  CENTER
STATUS    BUILT
YEAR    2016
SIZE     5000 SQFT - 10,000 SQFT
BUDGET   $100K - 500K
Utilizing readily available and inexpensive 
shipping containers, The container walls were 
insulated with a layer of light clay panels, which 
were fabricated on-site.
Incorporation of a series of interior and exterior 










3.2.2 STUDY #2 THE WING
Only women are welcome to attend 
this New York co-working group, which 
has opened in Soho and will soon 
expand to the Flatiron neighborhood.
The Wing offers a combination of 
open-plan and private workspaces for 
women, as well as scheduled activities 
such as talks and film screenings. It is 
meant to be a welcoming society in 
the vein of the 19th and 20th century 
women's club movement, which saw 
nearly 600 groups founded in New 
York.
De Rege sought to maintain the Flatiron 
location's look, which included a pale 
"Wing pink" color scheme, delicate 
wall coverings, and a combination of 
antique and contemporary furnishings. 
She also chose to highlight the original 
characteristics of the loft, such as the 
walls, skylights, and high ceilings. The 
room was stripped down to expose 
the original wooden floorboards and 
ceiling frame, as well as painted 
white brickwork walls. De Rege used 
a combination of chairs and sofas to 
create two lounge setups in the center 
of the "living-room style" reception. 
Small, custom-made terrazzo tables 
face pale green benches where 
women can work on their laptops. 
Female designers created the artwork, 
which hangs from a clear rod on the 
back wall and will be rotated.
"For casual chat and gatherings, the 
interior of the area is more lounge like 
and dining room like," De Rege told 
Dezeen. "We combined modern and 
trendy furniture with antique lighting 
and rugs."
The Wing is a modern co-working 
space in Chelsea, New York, with 
plans for two more sites in Brooklyn 
and Washington, DC. Members can 
work or socialize in the club's great 
room, which can also be reserved for 
meetings. With pink and green chairs 
and brass sconces to reflect natural 
light, the Wing's owner selected a 
quirky blend of furnishings to give 
the room a 'fun pop.' The entrance 
is flanked by a curved desk and a 
merchandise section behind a sign 
for The Wing. Archways, which are 
finished in various shades of pink, offer 
access to the other sections. The main 
hall, dubbed the great room, can be 
used for a variety of purposes.
The club expects to expand in the 
United States in the immediate future, 
with two additional branches in 
Brooklyn and Washington, D.C. It's the 
newest in a slew of new co-working 
spaces springing up throughout the 











































LOCATION  BROOKLYN NEW YORK, US   
ARCHITECT ALDA LY    DESIGNER CHIARA DE REGE
TYPE   COWORKING COMPANY
STATUS   BUILT
YEAR   2016
SIZE     -
BUDGET   -
There is one common thread: 
a dedication to round 
edges—from the chairs 
to the sofas to the tables, 
there's barely a hard edge 
in sight. Sticking to soft, 
organic shapes for major 
furniture pieces can provide 
an order to the madness 
while retaining personality. 
The Wing’s libraries, color-
coordinated books upright 
and on their sides make the 
bookshelf come to life.
Fig. 41

























The Hunters Point Shoreline is a modern 
public open space that arose from the 
former Hunters Point Power Plant site's 
extensive public access, temporary use, 
and community involvement policy. 
The half-mile-long park, both physically 
and programmatically, represents 
neighborhood priorities expressed by NOW 
Hunters Point's programs, festivals, and 
workshops. Wide neighborhood goals like 
"security" and "share our story" became 
concrete programs as a result of ongoing 
meetings with the community: an outdoor 
stage for impromptu concerts, a bayside 
workshop, and a variety of meeting areas.







LOCATION  SAN FRANCISCO
FIRM   ENVELOPE A+D RHAA 
TYPE    CULTURAL  CENTER
STATUS   BUILT
YEAR   2013
SIZE     
BUDGET   
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3.3.2 STUDY #4 THE TOTORA CUBE
PROJECT INFORMATION 
LOCATION  OTAVALO, ECUADOR
FIRM   ARCHID + INDEGENOUS  
   COMMUNITY
TYPE    EXPERIMENTAL 
   STRUCTURE
STATUS   BUILT
YEAR   2016
SIZE     
The "Totora Cube" aims to encourage 
handicrafts made in the local community 
as well as increase cultural awareness. The 
material investigation of the vegetable fiber 
known as "totora" is an important aspect of 
this project. The knowledge of the art and 
craft in which these fibers have been worked 
since pre-Inca times was important within 
the various implications required to solidify 
the project. The construction of the cube, 
as a result of communal labor, was able to 
imbue the occupants' culture in a notable 
way, recognizing and stimulating ancestral 
traditions. The architects suggest that this 
project be seen as a living structure that 
can be modified, replaced, reconfigured, 
and combined with other cubes.







3.3.3 STUDY #5 THE BUS STOP TO THE PAST
PROJECT INFORMATION 
LOCATION  MILAN
C O N C E P T U A L 
TYPE    INSTALLATION
STATUS   BUILT
YEAR   2003
SIZE     



















The Bus Stop To The Past is a story-telling 
pavilion dedicated to gathering stories 
from Milan's past. The design was originally 
created for the Milan Public Design Festival, 
but it was later refined in collaboration with 
Memoro International. The plan establishes 
a partnership between a solid civic exterior 
and a warm interior consisting of strips of 
old, used patterned fabrics and sheets, 
ostensibly recycling decorative and 
utilitarian elements from the city's history. 
The façade alluded to the language 
of transportation, with its connotations 
of waiting and conversing with friendly 
people, and the interior space alluded to 
a well-used and lived-in living room.







3.3.4 STUDY #6 PFLUG INSTALLATION
PROJECT INFORMATION 
LOCATION  MEDEBACH, GERMANY
FIRM  CHRISTOPH HESSE 
ARCHITECTS
TYPE   INSTALLATION
STATUS   BUILT
YEAR   2020
SIZE     
BUDGET   
The Pflug recalls the village's rural 
beginnings. Reproductions of digitized 
archives that reveal tales about ancestors' 
everyday lives. A staircase leads down 
into the walkable sculpture, where you 
can stroll about and listen to old stories 
on a bench overlooking the countryside. 
The follies were built with simple materials 
used in the region. They were constructed 
with the assistance of Hesse's relatives, 
local residents, and professional friends 
who generously donated their time and 
expertise. The exhibition consists of a 
room-sized installation of walk-in wooden 
sculptures whose meditative interiors 
house specially crafted images by Laurian 
Ghinitoiu.








The method of empowering communities to have more autonomy over 
their lives is referred to as community empowerment. "Communities" are 
groups of individuals that have mutual beliefs, concerns, or personalities, 
whether or not they are physically related. The mechanism by which 
people achieve influence over the causes and actions that affect their 
lives is referred to as "empowerment." Community empowerment entails 
more than community interaction, commitment, or collaboration. It 
entails group ownership and initiative with a clear goal of social and 
political transformation. The method of renegotiating authority in order 
to achieve further influence is known as community empowerment.
PLACEMAKING
Placemaking is both an overarching concept and a practical method 
for transforming a neighborhood, area, or country. It encourages people 
to reimagine and rethink public areas as the center of any society. 
Placemaking refers to a collective mechanism by which we will form our 
public domain in order to increase mutual meaning by strengthening the 
bond between people and the places they share. Effective placemaking 
prioritizes community-based engagement by using a community's 
strengths, inspiration, and opportunity, resulting in the construction of 
high-quality public spaces that improve people's health, enjoyment, 
and well-being.



























reserve cultural  tradit ions
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3.4.1 CULTURAL EXPRESSION: TEXTILES
Fig. 73
DELGADO
Textiles are one field where cultural expression is 
used. Embroidered and mirror-embedded Shisha 
fabric from India, vivid wax-print Ankara cloth 
from Africa, and elaborate cross-stitch patterns 
from the Hmong people of Vietnam are only a few 
examples. These textiles, which are often still made 
today by artisans using techniques that date back 
hundreds of years, explicitly consider topics that are 
common to architects: materiality, technique, and 
pattern. However, these acts of creation also serve 
to a) preserve cultural traditions, b) articulate ethnic 
identities, and c) strengthen community relations. To 
put it another way, creating textiles is synonymous 
with creating spaces where people can share stories 
of difference.
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3.5 TEXTILES AROUND THE WORLD
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
Despite the rise of mass-produced, industrially manufactured fashion, the 
world is still brimming with artisans and designers creating traditional textiles. 
These creations, which have a long history of cultural clothing, are frequently 
made in the same way for generations and sold at local markets around 
the world. By avoiding the middleman and traveling to textile destinations 
yourself, you can experience the authenticity and heritage firsthand. 
PERU
Cuzco, in the Peruvian Andes, is rich in Incan cultural 
heritage. It also has the most authentic range of 
Frazadas; ethnic blankets made from hand spun 
alpaca wool. Modern artisans employ the same 
techniques as previous generations, and a single 
Frazada still takes about a month to complete. 
INDONESIA
For centuries, Indonesian traditional clothing has 
been covered in batik. Batik is becoming one of the 
most recognizable symbols of Indonesian art. These 
are frequently reminiscent of traditional festivals and 
religious ceremonies. Certain garments are thought 
to have mystical powers that can either bring good 
fortune or ward off evil.
V IETNAM
The northern hill tribes of Vietnam have a staggeringly 
diverse range of traditional textiles that can be 
experienced on a short itinerary. In Sapa, a few hours 
north of Hanoi, you can visit the Dao and see their 
beautiful hand embroidery, as well as the Hmong's 
famous batik and cross-stitch.
JAPAN
Sashiko hand stitch was invented in the 17th century by 
Japanese seamstresses to add flair and individuality to 
these simple fabrics. Sashiko is a Japanese word that 
means "little stabs," referring to the tiny needlework 
used. It is still widely used on a variety of fabrics today. 
To purchase some of the finest contemporary Sashiko 
design, go to Hida Shashiko in Takayama.
THAILAND
Chiang Mai provides an incredible glimpse into 
the ethnic dress of Northern Thai tribes. The six most 
common of these tribes are the Karen, Lisu, Dara 
Ang, Lahu, Mien, and Akha, who live in Thailand's 
Himalayan foothills. Women from all tribes sell their 
wares in Chiang Mai markets.
UGANDA
African wax prints are extremely popular cultural 
clothing in Uganda. Wax prints are as popular today 
as they were 100 years ago, and are as popular 
with villagers as they are with diplomats. Women 
have traditionally used the fabric's bold wax prints 
as a means of communication and expression, with 
certain patterns forming a shared language.
MEXICO
Mexico is famous for its ponchos and sombreros, but 
if you dig a little deeper, you'll find Ojo de Dios. These 
have deep spiritual meaning and are commonly 
found in Indigenous and Catholic communities. The 
design is created by weaving yarn across a wooden 
cross and includes a central 'eye' that is said to see 
beyond the physical.
MOROCCO
The distinct, abstract designs, traditionally woven 
by Berber women for domestic use, are indicative 
of a culture descended from heathen religions. An 
Azilal carpet's thickness and durability can withstand 
the harsh environment in which it is woven, and the 
deceptively simple designs are said to represent the 
weaver's deepest joys and fears.
GUATEMALA
The Huipil is an embroidered blouse found in the 
traditional dress of many South American countries, 
none more so than in Guatemala's Mayan population. 
Handwoven on backstrap looms, each design has 
deep cultural significance and sacred meaning that 
varies according to region, town, and village.
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Fig. 74 Fig. 75
DELGADO
3.5.1 EMBROIDERY TECHNIQUES OF EACH REGION OF INDIA
Craftsvilla, India's largest online ethnic store, released their "fabric tour 
of India" a few months ago. Exploring different hand-woven textiles, 
Craftsvilla also categorizes each state and its associated textile, providing 
a brief historical overview of the country. Traditional textiles and textile art 
contribute to the shaping of culture in various countries. The map of India, 
which focuses on hand-woven textiles, also includes a brief history of each 
textile by state. These textile maps of India demonstrate the rich diversity of 
fashion found in each country.
42
3.6 OTAVALO, "LAND OF ANDEAN ARTISTRY"
Fomous for weaving textiles, Otavalo holds one of the biggest textile market 
in South America. The town has a strong indegiouns comunnity, that sell 
textile products. Through the textile and clothing they manage to preserve 
the culture. Prioritze color and form. 
The market is a hustle and bustle of lively action. Day in, day out there is 
plenty to see, and of course, plenty to buy! Everything from dreamcatchers, 
hand-painted plates and traditional nut jewelry, to indigenous costumes, 
fake shrunken heads and every spice you could imagine. Of course, the main 
event, the showstopper, what you’re all here to see, is the textiles. The fabrics 
in this town have an enormously long history, dating back to pre-Inca times. 
You can find the Otavaleños (the people of Otavalo) in many corners of the 
world, selling their wares. While it’s the Otavaleños who are textile famous, 
they are not the only group of people selling things here. In fact, they make 
up only 50% of the town’s population. You will also find Kichwa Peoples, 
Afro-Ecuadorians, Mestizos and several different variations of the Kichwa 
language amongst the stalls! Kichwa is the Inca language of Ecuador, and 
many different variations of it is spoken throughout the country, particularly in 
the Andean regions. 
Fig. 76 Fig. 77 Fig. 78
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
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Fig. 79 Fig. 80 Fig. 81
DELGADO
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3.6.1 THE OTAVALO MARKET, TEXTILE PRODUCTION
Otavalo's story is a confluence of historical events. Their plight is similar to 
that of Indians throughout Latin America who have been struggling to 
preserve and reclaim their own culture since the Inca conquest of northern 
South America. To prevent organized uprisings, the Inca method of conquest 
included relocating and fragmenting the conquered people. Nonetheless, 
they were impressed with the Otavalo technique of textile manufacturing 
and put them to work weaving for the royalty. Despite succumbing to foreign 
rule, they were able to keep the community together and rebuild their identity 
around textile manufacturing. This is evidence of the ongoing negotiation 
between oral memory and immediate material surroundings, a negotiation 
that has reached a new level in the information age and the tension between 
tradition and westernization. The goal is to feel a sense of belonging to a 
community while remaining Otavaleno.
COLLECTED ARTIFACTS FOR STUDY
"Mitad del Mundo" Figurine Artisan Cooper Plate Handwoven in Backpack Handwoven Tote Bag
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
Today, over 80% of Otavaleños 
are active in the textile industry.
80% 
Haggling can be a multi-
lingual folkloric experience. 
Americans will speak in broken 
Spanish, while Otavalo's in 
fluent English. The dialogue will 




















Hats at the Otavalo 
Instruments of Otavalo
Figurines at the Market
The Next Generation in 
Textile
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3.6.2 OTAVALENO: A SENSE OF INDIVIDUALITY  FROM COMMUNAL BELONGING 
PATTERNS & SHAPE GRAMMARFOLKLORIC  MOTIFS Fig. 82
Fig. 85
Fig. 84 Fig. 87 Fig. 89 Fig. 91
Fig. 83 Fig. 86 Fig. 88 Fig. 90
DELGADO
The Otavalo people are 
renowned for weaving textiles, 









4.4 Pattern Experimentation 
4.5 From 2D to 3D 
4.6 Module Development 
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4.0 SHAPE GRAMMARS
To define complex geometry and elucidate relationship rules found in 
current textile objects, a shape grammar technique is used. Following that, 
the geometry and relationships are used to create patterns, both replicas of 
typical tapestries and modern configurations. The case study for this study is 
woven textiles from Otavalo, Ecuador. Weaving is a centuries-old Ecuadorian 
tradition. Alpaca wool yarn is spun and woven on treadle looms into blankets, 
cloths, bags, and other items for sale at the popular Otavalo market. Other 
culturally important work, such as Chinese ice-ray lattices, Mughal garden 
designs, and wire-bending for Trinidad Carnival costumes, has been revealed 
through similar studies. The Otavalo Textile Grammar's development and 









































RULE PRODUCTION TO CREATE EXISTING






RULES 1. Translate in X direction2. Translate in Y direction
3. Mirror along bottom edge
4. Mirror along top edge
5. Rotate
6. Translate in X and Y directions 
7. Translate and scale up








































RULE PRODUCTION TO CREATE EXISTING






RULES 1. Translate in X direction2. Translate in Y direction
3. Mirror along bottom edge
4. Mirror along top edge
5. Rotate
6. Translate in X and Y directions 
7. Translate and scale up








































RULE PRODUCTION TO CREATE EXISTING






RULES 1. Translate in X direction2. Translate in Y direction
3. Mirror along bottom edge
4. Mirror along top edge
5. Rotate
6. Translate in X and Y directions 
7. Translate and scale up








































RULE PRODUCTION TO CREATE EXISTING






RULES 1. Translate in X direction2. Translate in Y direction
3. Mirror along bottom edge
4. Mirror along top edge
5. Rotate
6. Translate in X and Y directions 
7. Translate and scale up




Shape Grammar are rules, a design analysis tool, a method, break down the 
design process that creates a design. From those rules we can create more 
design with them. I started by identifying shape in cultural elements especially 
in textiles and fabric. I selected the trapezoid, due to its ability flexibility to 





TRAPEZOIDRULEDESCRIPTION OF RULE SQUARE CIRCLETRIANGLE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE IN X DIRECTION
TRANSLATE IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
TRANSLATE AND SCALE UP
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE AND SCALE DOWN
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TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE AND SCALE DOWN
















TRAPEZOIDRULEDESCRIPTION OF RULE SQUARE CIRCLETRIANGLE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE IN X DIRECTION
TRANSLATE IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
TRANSLATE AND SCALE UP
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
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TRAPEZOIDRULEDESCRIPTION OF RULE SQUARE CIRCLETRIANGLE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE IN X DIRECTION
TRANSLATE IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
TRANSLATE AND SCALE UP
TRANSLATE IN Y DIRECTION
MIRROR ALONG BOTTOM EDGE
MIRROR ALONG TOP EDGE
TRANSLATE AND SCALE DOWN

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RULE 2b + a
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COLLAPSE LAYERS VS EXPLODED FRAMESTo aid in the process of developing the patterns an artifact was created. The 
artifact is made up of a seires of acrylic layers that prodive a basic grid for 
the development of the pattern designs. The artifact is used to layered up 











EXPLORATION #1 | MOVING IN Y-AXIS
TRAPEZOID FRAME DIRECTION 
In the first iteration, I focused on following a 
pattern created from the rules. The shapes are 
stacked one on top of another without changing 
the orientation of the shape. I used half scaled 
trapezoid frames, and rombus solids to clearly 
show their separation. 
EXPLORATION #2 | ALTERNATING IN Y-AXIS
In the second iteration, I focused on alternating 
from full scaled trapezoids and half scale 
trapezoids to show the varietion in sizes of the 
shapes. to emphasized the different scales, I 
incorporated a series of solid rombuses. The 
pattern mirrors as it moves up.
EXPLORATION #3 | MOVING IN THE X & Y AXIS
In this iteration, I docues on transalating the 
half scale trapezoids in the x and y direction 
and the pattern developed. To emphasized 




4.5 FROM 2D TO 3D
ASSEMBLE ONE FRAME






SPACER 1  
FRAME #1  
SPACER 1  
ASSEMBLE TWO FRAMES HORIZONTAL
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
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ASSEMBLE TWO FRAMES VERTICAL ASSEMBLE TWO FRAMES VERTICAL OFFSET
TRAPEZOID FRAME TRAPEZOID FRAME
DOWEL DOWEL
SPACER 2 SPACER 2
CONNECTOR  #1  
CONNECTOR  #2  
SPACER 1  SPACER 1  
DELGADO
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4.6 MODULE DEVELOPMENT 
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW
MODULE ELEVATION MODULE ELEVATION
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
Sets of modular prototypes are generated based on patterns created using 
the given Otavalo Textile Grammar, ranging from 2D to 3D and from digital 
to physical. The details of these models were created with the intention 
of allowing relations to be made in a number of ways. Participants in the 
sample are given models to assemble and play with. Participants are given 
a series of prompts and survey questions in addition to model pieces, the 
answers to which are used to guide future model iterations. The construction 
of these scaled architectural models, like the creation of the inspirational 
textiles themselves, promotes discussion among participants about cultural 
differences, creating techniques, and inclusion. Examples of assemblies will 
be discussed with diagrams. This project aims to provide methods for using a 
more balanced portrayal of backgrounds, voices, and stories in media.
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TOP VIEW TOP VIEW
MODULE ELEVATION MODULE ELEVATION
TOP VIEW TOP VIEW TOP VIEW




5.0 DESIGN THEOREM 
5.1 Part icipants select ion for Assembly and Exper imentat ion
5.2 Stor ies of Dif ference.. .of P lace & Identity
5.3 Enlarged Patterns and Models
5.4 Design Cr iter ia
5.5 Design in a community|Ref lect ion
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5.1 PARTICIPANTS SELECTION FOR ASSEMBLY AND EXPERIMENTATION
RACIAL DIVERSITY
ECONOMICAL  DIVERSITY (% living econmical segregated)








KENNESAW STATE UNIVERISTY | MARIETTA CAMPUS
Fig. 92
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
Kennesaw State Univeristy was selected to carry on the study of the prototypes. 
Flyers were placed on campus for volunteers that wanted to participate in 
the process of making. Models were offered to the participants in the study 
to assemble and play with. In addition to model components, participants 
were given a set of prompts and survey questions, the answers to which are 
used to direct possible model iterations. The questions served to disguish the 
language as well as to create an account for the personal story. The model was 
analyzed and possible rules and patterns were identified to distill the syntax 
of their creation. After the model was documented, a personal pattern was 
developed from the set of rules utilized. The models and patterns developed 
then served to create design criterias and alteration to the proposed kit of 
parts.
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PARTICIPANTS TESTING MODULES 
DELGADO
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RULE 4  +1a
R LE 4 +1b
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" I like making others smile and I'm always down to go 
outside to do anything fun and spontaneous . My favorite 
things are singing in the car while im driving, memorable 
talks, photography, ice cream."
Last Song  played: Unknown Brain, Perfect 10
My hero is Jesus.
PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIES
Number of people  3
Pieces used   5
Modules of preference
Meet Eunji 
Rules that they used
From South Korea, 




"I’m pretty str ightforward but alw ys try to look at the 
upside of stuff. I don’t take myself too serious.
My favorite activities include soccer, mma, outdoor 
activities, video games, eating pasta."
Last Song  played: Stop Trying to be God,Travis Scott
Meet Rodrigo
PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIES
Number of people  1
Pieces used   14
Modules of preference
Rules that they used
From Lima, Peru







PATTERN EXPLORATION PATTERN EXPLORATION 
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"I’m even tempered / calm, passionate,  determined, 
ambitious, creative, humorous, professional, genuine. I 
enjoy hiking, golfing, reading, playing with legos, eating 
wings. My passions include using architecture as a tool to 
give back to community and inspire others to follow their 
own passions." Last Song  played: No sense Baby, Keem
My heros are my dad, my mom and Angel Jones.
Meet Jada
PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIES
Number of people  3
Pieces used   6
Modules of preference
Rules that they used
From College Park, GA
 Lives in College Park, GA
JADA ROSS, J 
23, She/her
" I would describe myself as goofy, driven, thoughtful, 
outgoing. I love eating breakfast, playing soccer, 
technology, being outdoors"
Last Song  played: Lost Kings, K.A.A.N.
My heros are my parents and grandparents.
Meet Christian
PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIES
Number of people  1
Pieces used   15
Modules of preference
Rules that they used
From Florida







PATT RN EXPLORATION 
TT N EX LORATION 
" I am expressive and witty. I love fashion, cosmetics, sports, 
and my favorite food is French fries"
Last Song  played: No More Parties, Coi Leray
My mentor is Dr. Gabriel Allen Powell.
Number of people  3
Pieces used   3
Modules of preference
"I am a joyful person that loves to see the happiness in 
people. My favorite things are sports, (football, basketball, 
soccer)& pancakes,"
Last Song  played: NF, Lost
Number of people  3
Pieces used   5
Modules of preference
68


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they used PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they used
From Savannah, GA
Lives in Kennesaw, GA
OLIVIA HARRELL, LIV
25, she/her
Meet Liv From Baltimore, MD






" I am determined, hardworking and a do-er. My likes 
include architecture/design, culinary, football/frisbee 
and outdoor activities like camping/hiking."
Last Song  played: #29 Stafford Apts.,Bon Iver
My hero is my father.
Number of people  1
Pieces used   3
Modules of preference
"I would like to think that I am courageous, creative, and 
driven. I love sports, eating Zaxby's with a Dr.pepper and 
design/traveling."
Last Song  played: Gyalchester,Drake
Number of people  1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they usedPATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they used
PATTERN EXPLORATION 
PATTERN EXPLORATION 
TTERN EX LORATION 
From Florida
 Lives in Senoia, GA
KYLE MCCORMICK
23, he/him
From Johns Creek, GA 




Meet Matt Meet Kyle
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PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they used PATTERNS OF POSSIBILITIESRules that they used
PATTERN EXPLORATION 
PATTERN EXPLORATION 
PATTERN EXPLORATION PATTERN EXPLORATION 
PATTE N XPLORATION 
" I am balanced. My favorite game is chess, my favorite 
architect is Thom Mayne, my favorite color is blue."
Last Song  played: Stairway to Heaven, Led Zeppelin
My heroes/ mentors are Arief Setiawan and 
Hélène Cixous.
Meet Rourke
Number of people   3
Pieces used   9
Modules of preference
From Marietta, GA
 Lives in Marietta, GA
ROURKE BRAKEVILLE
22, he/him
" I am stubborn, aloof, and optimistic. I love art. My  favorite 
food group is seafood. My favorite hobby is  up cycling 
used clothes."
Last Song  played: Damage, H.E.R.
My mentor is Elaheh Demirchelie.
Meet Nat
Number of people   2
Pieces used    6
Modules of preference
From Atlanta, GA





"I hope that when people meet me, they feel at ease and 
they learn something new! I grow 150+ houseplants in my 
room. I love my dog & cat and my favorite foods are boba 
tea, banh mis, and kanafeh! Plus, philosophy of course 
(favorite philosophy: Latin American + critical race theory 
+ queer theory)" Last song played: Cloud 9 -Beach Bunny
Mentor/hero: Dr. M, Dr. Donahue, Dr. Sara-sig giordano) 
but also other philosophers!
" I describe my personality as creative, empathetic, curious. 
My favorite things are making art, spicy food, thriller/horror 
movies, 90s r&b, connecting with people, yoga."
Last Song  played: Caught Up,CVIRO & GXNXVS
Number of people  2
Pieces used    16
Modules of preference
Number of people   2








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RULE 4a +8 RULE 4b +8
R LE 4b +7
R LE 4b+6
R LE 4b+5




R LE 4b +2b
R LE 4b+2a
R LE 4b+1b
R LE 4b +1a
R LE 6+1b
R LE 6+2a


















R LE 5 +2b
R LE 5+2a
R LE 5+1b
R LE 5 +1a R LE 7 +1a
R LE 7+1b
R LE 7+2a









R LE 8 +1a
R LE 8+1b
R LE 8+2a




























































































































































TTE N EX LORATION 
From Egypt, Libyan Parents




Lives in Kennesaw, GA
RUTHANA LEAFY
21, They/them
Meet Sally Meet Ruthana 
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After developing an account for each story of making, further patterns were 
developed from the set of rules to explore the full potential of the system. 
Many patterns were direct interpretations from the rules, additional rules were 
discovered in the process of making. Patterns were tested trying one rule at 
a time and then the design was pushed further as rules were added to the 
iterations.
PATTERN EXPLORATION PATTERN EXPLORATION 
PATTERN EXPLORATION 
MODEL ITERATION MODEL ITERATION MODEL ITERATION MODE  ITERATION
RULE RULE RULE RULE
PATTERN PATTERN PATTERN PATTERN
73DELGADO
PATTERN ITERATION MODEL ITERATION
PATTERN ITERATION MODEL ITERATION
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V O I C E : 
OPPORTUNITY 
FOR INDIVIDUALS 







How can public space be distributed fairly? What does spatial justice 
look like at the site and city-wide levels? 
PROCEDURAL JUSTICE
How can we ensure that the allocation and use of public space is 
fair? How can we include community members in our procedures of 
allocation and use? 
INTERACTIONAL JUSTICE 
How can we improve the social relations of residents, users and those 
who govern public space and use conflict as the beginning of a co-
production process? 
INFORMATIONAL JUSTICE 
How can we ensure that communications are truthful and adequate?
INTERPERSONAL JUSTICE 
How do we create a social environment of respect and dignity for all? 
RECOGNITION OF DIFFERENCE
How do we expand our norms of behavior to accommodate the 
diversity of behaviors and users of public space? 
ETHIC OF CARE AND REPAIR 
How can we promote more prosocial behavior of care of others and 
repair of the environment and stop destroying the care relationships that 



































































Representation of peoples history 
We can see each other, we can interact, 
allows to develop strategies that we want 
Acknowledges Existing Conditions/Activities 
- Without Erasure
Every public space has its history, is 
democracies, its policies 
Economic and Cultural access
Public Space produces: Health, Resilience, 
Sustainability, Creativity, Can enhance 
Accommodate 
adequate spaces 
Social Justice Framework Questions By Dr. Setha Lowe
PUBLIC SPACE |SPACE FOR 
ALL 
(within the local context)




1. Allows for contact among people who necessarily don’t know each other
2. For the development of public culture (norms or  rules of  respect of 
difference, recognition of diversity, negotiation of beliefs and values to create 
collective association)
3. Positive Affect the atmosphere (what it feels like in the space) = produces 





From the model prototypes created, we can start visualizing how the results 
can then be implemented into different programs, such as parks, plazas, 
public spaces, following the scale of sharing stories. To ensure the design is 
accomodate in adequte spaces, I have also decided to implement a design 
criteria that emerged from Dr. Sethat Lowe's framework for public spaces or 
spaces for all. 
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PROTOTYPE IN THE URBAN SCALE |  VISUALIZING IN THE BELTLINE
DELGADO
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5.5 DESIGN IN A COMMUNITY |REFLECTION
ARCHITECTURE + LANGUAGE
After conducting this experiment, it is clear that this is not just a geometric 
study, this is the recording of indentities and cultural history. Through the 
process participants where able to participate in the construction process 
and experience archtecture further than the traditional floor, ceilings, 
walls, etc. but as an spatial experience. The implemetation of initial design 
concepts helped further the design and create a method for design capable 
of providing a voice in the collaborative process of design. Participants were 
welcomed to maked key decisions in the placements of the modules but also 
gave individual a place to share part of their identity. 
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Anzaldua, Gloria. “The New Mestiza Nation: A Multicultural Movement.” In Feminist Theory 
Reader: Local and Global Perspectives. ed. Carole R. McCann, Seung-Kyung Kim. (New York: 
Routledge, 2013).















THE STAVROS NIARCHOS CULTURAL CENTRE
Link: https://www.archdaily.com/790678/stavros-niarchos-foundation-cultural-centre-renzo-
piano-building-workshop
PLAZA CULTURAL NORTE  
Link:  https://www.archdaily.com/877609/plaza-cultural-norte-oscar-gonzalez-moix. 





REHABILITATION OF FORMER PRISON OF PALENCIA AS CULTURAL CIVIC CENTER 
Link: https://www.archdaily.com/223763/rehabilitation-of-former-prison-of-palencia-as-cultural-
civic%25e2%2580%258b-center-exit-architects









Boards were presented for review of 2/3rds of the thesis.  
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A.2 IMAGE INDEX
1  Borderlands, La Frontera 
 https://the1a.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2017/10/Borderlands-Image.jpg
2  Gloria Anzaldua
 https://texlibris.lib.utexas.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/anz   
 aldua2-1000x576.jpg
3  Framing Places
 https://images.routledge.com/common/jackets/crclar    
 ge/978041541/9780415416351.jpg 
4  Kim Dovey
 https://contextbd.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/contextbd_Interview_ 
 Kim-Dovey.jpg
5  Human Behavior 
 https://handsacrosscultures.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/human-1.jpg
6  Primitive Art 
 https://www2.pictorem.com/collection/900_Radiy_4%D0%B04_100.jpg
7  Greeks Myth 
 https://kuaileblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/1-titans1.jpg
8  Epic of Gilgamehs
 https://kottke.org/plus/misc/images/The_Newly_Discovered_Tablet_V_of_the_ 
 Epic_of_ Gilgamesh%2C_The_Sulaymaniyah_Museum%2C_Iraq-1400.jpg
9  France Fairytales
  https://pds.exblog.jp/pds/1/201009/16/01/c0203401_0502080.jpg
10  The Bible
 https://cloudfront-eu-central-1.images.arcpublishing.com/prisa/XV  
 FRGHHMOVH33C3ZRAYWUT7B7U.jpg?
11  Modern Newspapers
  https://www.picclickimg.com/d/l400/pict/292537412145_/Mrs-Pankhurst-Ar 
 rested-Classic-Vintage-Suffragette-Propaganda-Poster.jpg
12   First Photograph
 https://api.time.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/1826_niepce_legras-bw. 
 jpg
13  Modern Magazine
  https://img1.etsystatic.com/004/1/6952726/il_fullxfull.383598363_o45t.jpg
14  First Tv 
 https://s3.amazonaws.com/libapps/accounts/53494/images/TV0213.jpg
15  First Video Game
  https://img.17qq.com/images/fhqfnwpnmny.jpeg
16  Music Videos
 https://www.dsmdjchopshop.com/files/133684.jpg
17  Virtual Reality 
 https://maulanaibnutipoltektegal.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/cropped-ce 
 aeda62c 9d9ebb38ed9e4c949950deb-2.jpg
18  Social Media
 https://geekon.media/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/1.jpgx
19  The Stavros Niarchos Cultural Centre
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5778/cb06/e58e/cec3/8900/00a7/ 
 slideshow/DJI_0103.jpg?1467534082
20   Heydar Aliyev Center
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5285/1fb4/e8e4/4e52/4b00/01ac/ 
 slideshow/HAC_Exterior_Photo_by_Hufton_Crow_(11).jpg?1384456006
21  Gabriela Mistral Cultural Center 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5706/71e4/e58e/ce99/fc00/0128/ 
 slideshow/GAM_01_Nicola%CC%81s_Saieh.jpg?1460040150
22  Rehabilitation of Former Prison of Palencia as Cultural Civic Center 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5017/c7c7/28ba/0d49/f500/06b8/ 
 slideshow/stringio.jpg?1414408839
23 Ku.Be House of Culture in Movement 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/57c9/76c8/e58e/ced1/e600/0003/ 
 slideshow/90_001_KUBE_004_L.jpg?1472820924 
24  Plaza Cultural Norte  
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/598f/2a8f/b22e/382f/f400/00e6/ 
 slideshow/01_Gonzalez_Moix_Plaza_Cultural_Lima_Peru.jpg?1502554760
25  The Stavros Niarchos Cultural Centre
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5778/cade/e58e/ce   
 c3/8900/00a5/slideshow/GD2-1047_%28Large%29.jpg?1467534042
26  Heydar Aliyev Center
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5285/24b4/e8e4/4e52/4b00/01b7/ 
 slideshow/HAC_Interior_photo_by_Hufton_Crow_(1).jpg?1384457341
27  Gabriela Mistral Cultural Center 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5128/9951/b3fc/4b11/a700/4945/ 
 slideshow/1307111980-1287177849-gam-fdez-lat-060.jpg?1394550050
28  Rehabilitation of Former Prison of Palencia as Cultural Civic Center 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5017/c7e2/28ba/0d49/f500/06c0/ 
 slideshow/stringio.jpg?1414408862
29  Ku.Be House of Culture in Movement 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/57c9/78c8/e58e/ce2a/0600/000b/ 
 slideshow/90_001_KUBE_018_L.jpg?1472821442
30   Plaza Cultural Norte  
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/598f/2b6e/b22e/38d0/4800/027a/ 
 slideshow/12_Gonzalez_Moix_Plaza_Cultural_Lima_Peru.jpg?1502554983
31  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater 
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/53ac/2a68/c07a/805d/e600/0003/ 
 large_jpg/LANGA_130705_rev1_4.jpg?1403791971
32  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/53ac/2a5d/c07a/805d/e600/0002/ 
 large_jpg/LANGA_130705_rev1_2.jpg?1403791959
33  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
  https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_11-1024x681.jpg
34  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_05-1024x681.jpg
35  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/53ac/2a5d/c07a/8074/bc00/0002/ 
 large_jpg/LANGA_130705_rev1_1.jpg?1403791959
36  The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
  https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_04-1024x681.jpg
37   The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_07-1024x683.jpg
38   The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_16-1024x681.jpg
39   The Guga S’Thebe Children’s Theater
 https://www.containerhacker.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Guga-SThe 
 be-Childrens-Theater_15-1024x681.jpg
40   The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_2-1704x2556.jpg
41  The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_hero-1704x959.jpg
42  The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_5-1704x1136.jpg
43  The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_9-1704x2556.jpg
44  The Wing Soho
  https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_11-1704x1136.jpg
45  The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-mem bers-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_4-1704x1136.jpg
46 The Wing Soho
  https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-members-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_8-1704x2556.jpg
47  The Wing Soho
 https://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2017/12/the-wing-women-only-co-work 
 ing-members-club-soho-new-york_dezeen_2364_col_6-1704x2556.jpg
48  The Wing Soho
 https://www.lizogbu.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NOW-Hunt  
 ers-Point-Engagement-1_AnneHamersky-scaled.jpg
49  Now Hunters Point
  https://www.architecturalrecord.com/ext/resources/Issues/2020/09-Septem 
 ber/Bayview-Hunters-Point-04.jpg
50  Now Hunters Point
  https://aadn.gsd.harvard.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/NOWHunters_6_ 
 envelope-ad_NOW-Hunters-Point-650x430.jpg
51  Now Hunters Point
 https://www.lizogbu.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Hunters-Point-Shore 
 line-In-Use_Marion-Brenner-1.jpg
52  Now Hunters Point
 https://www.lizogbu.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NOW-Hunt  
 ers-Point-listening-booth-interior_StudioO.jpg
53  Now Hunters Point
 https://www.lizogbu.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/StoryCorps-record 
 ing-AndreaGooden_AnneHamersky-scaled.jpg
54  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/cbfc/e58e/ce88/2100/0147/ 
 slideshow/13.jpg?1482935287
55  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/ccc2/e58e/ce88/2100/016d/ 
 slideshow/qbo_int_04.jpg?1482935484
56  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/cc82/e58e/ce88/2100/0161/ 
 slideshow/DSCN2653_-_D.jpg?1482935422
57  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/cc2e/e58e/ce88/2100/014f/ 
 slideshow/_MG_9972.jpg?1482935330
58  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/cc1c/e58e/ce88/2100/014b/ 
 slideshow/IMG_0104.jpg?1482935299
59  The Totora Cube
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5863/cc82/e58e/ce88/2100/0161/ 
 slideshow/DSCN2653_-_D.jpg?1482935422
60  Story telling pavillion
 http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-dV_YDIy4buE/T5brDCfP4bI/AAAAAAAADyU/0z9M 
 JEgSn9U/s640/towards-apse.jpg
61  Story telling pavillion
  http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ucWTfsOraBw/T5bugmHo7FI/AAAAAAAADy8/i7- 
 jqVG1O30/s640/sec_web.jpg
62  Story telling pavillion
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 http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-IP0kphTEu-k/T5bvSeVoyDI/AAAAAAAADzc/  
 W31He7dpVzI/s640/Memoro-presentation01-20-copy_web.jpg
63  Story telling pavillion
 http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-yzuOtAm9MaM/T5bvHVA1UGI/AAAAAAAADzM/ 
 H4xdve243IA/s640/manheadphonesy.jpg
64  Story telling pavillion
  http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4iO07-CG2gk/T5feKQKdDGI/   
 AAAAAAAAD78/1D4YwW89dFc/s640/street_web.jpg
65  Story telling pavillion
  http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-emAS3xV8lCo/T5bxdGVBRGI/AAAAAAAADz0/0UB 
 mPeASEBg/s640/P1.jpg
66  Pflug Installation
  https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5fe4/0741/63c0/17f1/1a00/024b/ 
 slideshow/Pflug1-Christoph_-hesse-_Architects.jpg?1608779565
67  Pflug Installation
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5fe4/0754/63c0/178a/ba00/01dc/ 
 slideshow/Pflug_Christoph_Hesse_Architects_Sect.jpg?1608779582
68  Pflug Installation
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5fe4/0710/63c0/178a/ba00/01d8/ 
 slideshow/Pflug_Christoph_Hesse_Architects_Diagram.jpg?1608779518
69  Pflug Installation
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5fe4/0716/63c0/17f1/1a00/0248/ 
 slideshow/Pflug_Christoph_Hesse_Architects_Axo.jpg?1608779521
70  Pflug Installation
 https://images.adsttc.com/media/images/5fe4/072b/63c0/17f1/   
 1a00/0249/slideshow/Pflug2_copyright_laurianghinitoiu_Christoph_Hesse_Ar 
 chitects.jpg?1608779543
71  Pflug Installation




  https://i2.wp.com/cysters.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/images-that-em 
 power3.jpg?fit=300%2C292 
73  Textile Making
 https://i.pinimg.com/originals/82/5d/b9/825db915937ffc053cfd613f9ead0aa1. 
 jpg
74  India Craftsville
 http://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/assets1.craftsvilla.com/blog/  
 wp-content/uploads/2017/01/24165512/Andhra-Pradesh.jpg
75  India Craftsville
 https://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/assets1.craftsvilla.com/blog/  
 wp-content/uploads/2017/01/24171519/1.jpg
76  Otavalo Textile
 https://www.suitcaseandwanderlust.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/  
 Otavalo-market-2.jpg
77  Otavalo Textile
  https://www.ecuadorhop.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/otavalo-mar 
 ket-textiles.jpg
78  Otavalo Market
  https://www.americatours.cz/public/imgs/detail/velky-okruh-ecuadorem--- 
 nahorni-planiny,-tropicke-pralesy-a-pacificke-plaze/days/03.-den.jpg




 https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.timetoast.com/public/uploads/pho  
 to/11471565/image/44e604fc1470e53ee4f75573d8c76c30






 https://www.namesnack.com/images/namesnack-nombres-para-nego  




85  Textiles Next Generation
 https://karytravelsblog.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/ecuador-1257124_1920. 
 jpg?w=1200
86  Otavalo Textile
 https://img.17qq.com/images/hdefjbgfz.jpeg
87  Otavalo Textile
 https://i.pinimg.com/originals/2c/13/cc/2c13cc6d320721fb52c283522ec  
 feafa.jpg
88  Otavalo Textile
 https://i.pinimg.com/originals/2c/13/cc/2c13cc6d320721fb52c283522ec  
 feafa.jpg
89  Close up Pattern Otavalo Textile
  https://i.pinimg.com/736x/1d/c5/af/1dc5af9f8985bc6e34c0118fab  
 134ca8--tribal-pattern-wallpaper-mexican-rug.jpg
90  Close up Pattern Otavalo Textile
  https://i.pinimg.com/originals/eb/5a/df/eb5adf7dafa10dcb3a68517d  
 bad597c4.jpg
91   Close up Pattern Otavalo Textile
 https://i.pinimg.com/originals/0c/30/5b/0c305b84dce30ca6e4f524dbb99f  
 c7b3.jpg
92  Kennesaw State Univeristy
 https://img.offcampusimages.com/G48acMmFXpCIq3vyLzHpcli6x  
 uQ=/600x388/left/top/smart/images/mzhbmxwhh1e96pofgla2x2blm_f0wzersx 
 rmk0gf93s.jpeg
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